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I’VE SEEN THE FUTURE AND IT’S FUNKY — Danjel Andersson, Director
I wouldn’t say that I have a lot of power, since MDT is a small and not particularly wealthy
organization.1 But people listen to me. That is power too. Money/position/size does not always
equal power.2 Art, for example, is a powerful tool but generates very little money. Art can not be
judged by monetary status, despite popular belief. (All this bullshit art organizations have to put
up with has very little to do with the power of art).3 Art is a feared weapon. Those who hate art
production, and what it represents, seem to agree. Their hate is intense and organized 4 and hate
comes from fear.5
What kind of power does MDT have? It is not generated by money, fear or even art production.
But by trust. I as director have the power to choose. I decide which works we will show and which
we will not. I need people’s trust — trust generates position and position in turn generates power.
This trust that I enjoy, try to build and generate, is our power. And this power is very fragile; if I
make the wrong choices then we lose the trust, thus our power. In this sense I am proud of this
power.
This is why it is important for me to choose wisely. I put the trust of MDT and myself at stake
when we present artists, and we hope for the same amount of risk in return from the artists and
from the people. (The part of the people that come, whom we call audience, but also the voters,
they who decide what society we will live in, and don’t necessarily have to be here to know our
importance.)
Our job at MDT is to be as honest, straightforward and edgy as possible so that we contribute to
a more versatile, honest and trustworthy society. (Kellogg’s and Disney and so on have stolen this
line of argumentation, but it’s time to take it back and mean it.)
How do I intend to do this? The field of choreography and performance in Sweden needs organization, vision and a place to be. So what I will try to develop MDT to be, is the place to go when
you want to think wider, wilder and bolder. (For real, not as cliché). I will try as hard as I possibly
can to present the most edgy, interesting and urgent work around. And MDT will try to develop a
solid base for a few chosen artists to build castles on.
This means that MDT will present upcoming interesting artists and help them by producing their
work, placing them in a solid context, trying to find funding with them, geting them the right
contacts and standing behind them. When a newly educated choreographer enters “the market”
after a long and time-consuming education in schools like DOCH, SNDO or PARTS they don’t
know much about the funding systems and they also haven’t built a trust with an audience yet.
The networks they have are based on the people they have met during their studies. So a Swedish
student in say SNDO (in Amsterdam) knows little or nothing of the Swedish funding systems
and cultural policies. MDT will be the place where they develop these skills. We look at other
organisations around Europe for inspiration like: WP ZIMMER in Antwerp, FIES FACTORY in Dro or
WORKSPACE BRUSSELS to name but a few favorites.
The choreographers get a solid ground to build their careers on, the already established get
more international attention and the audience in Stockholm get to see the new and soon-to-be
internationally acclaimed work develop. This is how I like to use my power.
This spring we proudly presented: SALKA ARDAL ROSENGREN, ARON BLOM, ALMA SÖDERBERG,
ROBIN JONSSON, DANIEL ALMGRENRECÉN among others and this fall you can get to know
upcoming artists HALLA ÓLAFSDÓTTIR, AMANDA APETREA, LUDVIG DAAE, SEBASTIAN
LINGSERIUS, SIDNEY LEONI and so on. They are presented next to international superstars and
well known Swedish choreographers and artists.
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1. The Swedish funding
system dictates that the
money for production goes
directly to the artists,
groups, and choreographers,
this means that MDT is
essentially a venue. I am
working hard to redirect
some funds to the venues
and make them Art Centers
instead with ability to
produce. This would help the
scene a lot since we have
the capacity to co-produce
— which is very hard for the
artists to do themselves.
The big diﬀerence is that
we don’t talk or “sell” our
own products which is what
the artist are doing all the
time. Instead of say Salka
Ardal Rosengren, whom just
came out of PARTS, is trying
to convince the system to
give her some money: “I am
good”. We can say: “Support
her; she is really smart,
interesting and talented”. It’s
a lot easier.
2. Like I stipulated in a text
about the big art institutions
(Teaterfabrikerna), Visslingar
& Rop #19–20.
3. How big is your audience?
Do you reach new audiences?
(who are they? how many
times are you new?), Do you
get sponsorships? Bla bla bla.
In Stockholm we even have
a very strange and counterproductive bonus system.
You get money after. If you
behave…
4. There seems to be a
movement in the western
world. Holland, Hungary,
Slovenia, UK and so on have
governments fighting the
arts with budget cuts and in
Norway they have extremists
shooting at us.
5. This is why so many artists,
writers, musicians, artistic
directors, the more avantgarde, the better, get killed,
imprisoned or just simply
disappear in all cultures, in
all times and in all modes of
extremist power. “The real
question is not whether we
as a nation can aﬀord to
continue to support the arts,
but whether we can aﬀord
not to”. (Actor Kevin Spacey
speaking at the 24th Annual
Nancy Hanks Lecture on Arts
and Public Policy at the John
F. Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts, part of Arts
Advocacy Day 2011).

